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The Sardinas/Patterson and Levenshtein Theorems* 
JOHN A. RILEY 
Parke Mathematical Laboratories, Inc., Carlisle, Massachusetts 
The residual quotient of two (variable length) binary codes C, D 
is defined, and used to construct a certain graded set, (R0 (C, D) U (R~ 
(C, D) U "'" , the "residuals" of C with respect o D. In terms of 
these residuals, a unified treatment is given for the following three 
basic results of coding theory: (I) (Sardinas/Patterson, 1953) A 
finite code C is uniquely decipherable if and only if C N (~ (C, Co) 
is empty, for all n => 1. (II) (Even, 1963 and Levenshtein, 1962) A 
finite code C is uniquely decipherable with finite delay if and only if 
(~0 • (C, C) is empty, for some no _>- 1. (III) (Levenshtein, 1962) A 
finite code C is synchronizable if and only if it is uniquely decipher- 
able, and if (~,0 (C, Surf C) is empty, for some no ~ 1, where Surf C 
denotes the collection of those nonempty suffixes of elements of C 
which do not themselves belong to C. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to supply complete proofs of the following 
three theorems, each of which is a basic result in the theory of variable 
length codes (cf. the text for the meaning of the terminology employed) : 
( I )  (Sardinas/Patterson, 1953): a finite code C is uniquely de- 
cipherable if and only if (~(C)  does not contain an element of C for any 
n _= 1, where the (~(C)  are certain sets of sequences derived from C; 
( I I )  (Even, 1963 and Levenshtein, 1962) : a finite code C is uniquely 
decipherable with bounded elay if and only if it is uniquely decipherable 
and if ~0(C)  is empty,  for some no _-> 1; 
( I I I )  (Levenshtein, 1962): a finite code C is synchronizable if and 
only if it is uniquely decipherable and if (~0 (C, Surf C) is empty, for 
some no > 1 (again with the ~n (C, Surf C) denoting certain sets con- 
structed from C). 
There are a number of proofs of ( I )  in the l iterature: by Sardinas and 
Patterson, in an unpublished report of theirs; in (Bandyopadhyay,  
• The work reported here was done on contract with the United States Air 
Force. 
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1963), (Levenshtein, 1964), and (Ash, 1965). These proofs are some- 
what  complicated, and  not as "clean" as one might  wish. The  treatment 
given here is, I believe, a good deal simpler, being based explicitly on 
certain fundamenta l  properties of sequences. In particular, the notion of 
residual quotient of sequences seems to be quite a useful one in the general 
theory of variable length codes. 
(II) has been discussed at length in (Even, 1963) and proved in 
(Levenshtein, 1964). The  latter paper, I indeed, gives a detailed exposi- 
tion with proofs, of each of (I)-(III), along with other interesting 
results concerning codes. It is an expanded version of Levenshtein's pre- 
l iminary announcement  (1962}, wh ich  stimulated our present study. 
Our  proof of (II) is more  or less straightforward, using a general 
finiteness criterion for the residual sets (~ (cf. the text: Proposition 6). 
The  latter criterion is also applied to (III); the proof depends, in 
addition, on certain equivalent forms of the notion of synchronizability 
due to (Even, 1964) and to (Calabi/Arquette, 1965). 
Other references to work  having a bearing on our discussion are: 
(Go lomb/Gordon ,  1965), (Markov ,  1960, 1962), and (B lum,  19651 (the 
latter giving an ingenious alternative approach to these matters). 
THE RES IDUAL QUOTIENT 
Denote  by  ~ the collection of finite sequences of O's and 1's (for con- 
venience; any  alphabet will work).  Juxtaposition of sequences is a 
binary operation on Z, and, as is well known,  E, together with this oper- 
ation, is the free semigroup generated by the set {0, ii. We will use the 
symbo l  ~b to denote the empty  sequence--~b is the unit element of E: 
~x = x~ for all sequences x in E. We will also use the same symbol  ~ for 
the empty  set; this will not lead to any confusion since it will be clear 
f rom the context which  mean ing  of ~ is to be understood. 
If x is a sequence in E, the length, [ x I, of x, is the number  of O's and 
l's of wh ich  it is composed.  The  length of the empty  sequence is of course 
defined to be 0. 
If x, y are two  elements of E, we  define the residual (quotient), x I Y, 
of x and y as follows: 
(i) if x is a proper prefix of y, i.e. if y = xy I for some nonempty  se- 
quence y~ in ~, then x I Y = yt; 
(ii) similarly, if y is a proper prefix of x, x -- yS, then x I Y = S ;  
In Russian;  I have used a translation made by  Mrs .  H.  Haire for use at the 
Parke  Mathemat ica l  Laboratories, Incorporated. 
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(iii) otherwise, i.e., if neither x nor y is a proper prefix of the other, 
x [ y is left undefined. 
In particular, if x and y are of the same length, x I Y is not defined. 
In algebraic terminology (x, y) --~ x Iy  is a partial operation on ~, 
which is defined if and only if either x is a left divisor of y, or if y is a left 
divisor of x. It  is to be observed that the residual operation is commuta- 
tive, in the sense that when defined, x I Y = Y ] x, but not associative. 
If C, C' are two subsets of ~, the residual operation may be extended 
to define the residual quotient C ] C' : C [ C' is the collection of all ele- 
ments r of ~ such that either x = x'r or x I = xr, for some x, x' in C, C' 
respectively. Symbolically, C l C' = {x I x'; x E C, x' E C'}. If it happens 
that x I x' is not defined for any pair x E C, x' E C', then, of course, we 
consider that C I C' is also not defined. 
Let C be any subset of ~. The set, ~(C),  of residuals of C is defined as 
the smallest subset of ~ which 
(a) contains C; and 
(b) contains r I c, for all r E ~(C),  c E C. 
Of course, such subsets of ~ exist: ~ itself is one. ~(C) is in fact the 
intersection ofall subsets of C which satisfy both properties (a) and (b). 
In a similar fashion, we define the set, 6~(C, D), of residuals of C with 
respect o D (D another subset of Z) to be the intersection of all subsets 
N of Z which: 
(a) contain D; and 
(b) contain r I c, for all r E N, e E C. 
Evidently 6~(C) = (R(C, C). 
The set ~(C, D) may be "graded" by defining the sets ~(C ,  D) of 
residuals of nth order, for n = 0, 1, . . -  : 
(R0(C, D) = D; 
6~1(C,D) = {xE Z ;x  = d]c  for some dED,  cE C}; 
~÷!(C ,D)  = {xE~;x  = r~[c for some r~E ~t , , cE  C}. 
I t  is clear that the sets ~n(C, D), n = 0, 1, . . .  , are well-defined by 
induction. I t  is also obvious that the ~t~(C, D) are just the repeated 
"products" of C and D: 
6to = D; 
6h = D lC ;  
ms = (D IC) IC ;  
and so on. 
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P~OPOSITION 1.5l(C, D) = (R0(C, D) U ~1(C, D) U ~2(C, D) U . . -  . 
Proof. Denote the union on the right by U; then U has the properties 
(a) and (b) of the definition on (R(C, D).  Thus (R(C, D) c U. To 
prove the opposite inclusion, let x E ~(C ,  D).  We will show by in- 
duction on n that x is in (~(C, D).  I f  n = 0, x E (R0 = D, and since 
D ___ (R(C, D) ,  x E (R(C, D).  Assume that (R~(C, D) ___ (R(C, D),  and let 
x be in (R,+I(C, D).  Then, by definition of the latter, x = r~ I c, for some 
r~ E (~,  and c C C. By induction, r~ C ~(C,  D),  and so, by (b) of the 
definition of ~, x ~ (R(C, D).  Thus ~+1 ~ 6t(C, D) and the proposition 
is proved. 
The sets (R, are just the right classes of the Levenshtein paper; when 
D = C, (R~(C, C) = (R~(C) is the "Seg~" of Sardinas/Patterson. 
Now we wish to show that a sequence x is in ~(C,  D) if and only if 
there exists d E D, and cl, . . .  , c~ C C such that x has the following 
form: 
x = ( . . . ( ( (d  I e )l c )l "" ") l  ( , )  
I t  will be convenient for us to use the Lukasiewicz parenthesis-free 
notation for products; in this notation ( , )  is written as: 
x = ] . . .  I] ] dclc~c3 . . .  c~. Such a product, in which the operation 
symbols "1" are grouped at the left, followed by the sequence symbols 
d, c~, • • • , c~, will be said to be simple. Using this notion, together with 
Proposition 1, a more detailed restatemen~ of wha~ we wish to prove is: 
PROPOSITmN 2. X is an element of 5~( C, D ), n >- 1, i f  and only i f  it is a 
simple product of the form: 
x = [ . . .  ] Idc lc2""c , ,  where dED and c l , . - . , c~E C. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. I f  n = 1, x C ~(C ,  D) if and 
only if x E D I C, i.e., if and only if x = d l c, for some d E D, cE C. 
Assume the result true for n. Then x ~ (R~+I(C, D) if and only if x = r~ I c 
for some r~ E ~(C,  D),  c E C. By our induction hypothesis, r~ E (R, if 
and only if r~ is a simple product, r~ = [ • • • ] [ d'c~c~ •• • c~ ; thus x E (R~+~ 
if and only if x = ( l " "  I Id'c~c2"'" c~)l c, i.e., if and only if 
x = [ I "'" I I d'c~c2 . . .  c~c. The proof is finished. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF (~ (C, D) 
Let a~, • • • , a, and b~, • • • , b, be two sets of elements of % such that 
the products a~ . . .  a, and b~ .- -  b, are equal, a~ - . .  a, = b~ . . .  b~. We 
will say that this equality is irreducible if no shorter "terminal" sub- 
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products  are equal,  i.e., if ai - - • ar = bi • • • b~ for any  i, j ~ i = 1, j = 1 
(e.g. (10) (00) (11) (0110)  = (100) (011) (01) (10)  conta ins  the shorter 
equa l i ty  0110 = (01) (10) . . . ) .  
I f  the equa l i ty  al " "  ar = bl - ' "  b~ is i rreducible,  then,  in  par t i cu lar  
ar ~ b8, so that ,  also, a~ and  b~ have dif ferent lengths. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let  al  , . . .  , ar and  bl , " "  , bs be two ordered sets of  
sequences  uch  that  a~ • • • ar = bl • • • bs and  suppose  the equa l i ty  to be i r -  
reduc ib le .  Then  the shorter  of  a~ and b~ is  a res idua l  o f  the set { al , • • • , a~ , 
bl , . . .  , b~}, and  is,  in  fact ,  a s imp le  product  o f  the fo r in t  . . .  II xyz .  . . w, 
in  wh ich  the " innermost"  fac tors  x, y are either al , bl or b~ , a~ respect ively .  
P roo f .  By induct ion  onr  + s. I f  r + s = 3, then  a~ = b~b2, say, 
and  b2 = l a Ib l .  Assume the propos i t ion t rue for r + s = n => 3. 
Let  a~ . - -  a~ = b~ . . -  b~ wi th  r + s = n + 1, and  suppose that  no 
shorter  subproducts  are equal.  I f  r = 1, then  a~ = b~ . . .  b~, and  b~ = 
i " ' "  I I alblb2 . . .  bs -1 ,  so that  the propos i t ion  holds in this case. Simi-  
lar ly  for s = 1. We may assume then  that  r, s >_- 2. 
Now a~ ~ b~ (s ince otherwise the shorter  p roduct  equa l i ty  
a2 . - .  a~ = b2 " . -  b~ would  hold) ,  so that  a~, say, is shorter than  b l .  
Then ,  since al is a prefix of the sequence al • • • a~, and  hence a prefix of 
b~ • • • b~, we have  b~ = a~b~ p. Cancel l ing a~, we obta in  the equa l i ty :  
! 
a~. . .  a~ = b ib2 . . ,  b~. 
Now, again,  this  last equa l i ty  is i rreducible,  so that  our induct ion  
hypothes is  applies, and  we conclude that  the shorter  of a~ and  b~ is a 
s imple product  of the form I ' ' ' I b/a~ . • • . Since b /  = I albl,  this  prod-  
uct  is equal  to I " "  t I a~bla~ . . .  ; th is  is what  we wished to prove. 
Now let C, D be, as before, two subsets  of E. The  fol lowing propos i t ion  
is Levenshte in ' s  Lemma 2, and  affords a character izat ion of the sets ~ 
in a form su i tab le  for our subsequent  appl icat ions.  
PROPOSITION 4. A nonempty  sequence x is  in  (~(  C, D) ,  n >= 1, i f  and  
on ly  i f  there ex is ts  ao in  D ,  n e lements  al , . . .  , an of  C, and  an  integer  
r, 1 <- r <- n ,  such  that:  
( A ) e i ther 
( i)  aoal . . .  a~_~x = a~. . .  a~,  or 
(i i) aoal . . .  ar-1 = a~ . . .  a~x, 
w i th ,  in  either case, an  i r reduc ib le  equa l i ty ,  and  
(B)  with  x str ict ly  shorter than  a~ , i f  case ( i )  holds,  and  str ict ly  shorter  
than  the last  fac tor  of  aoal • • • a~_l i f  case (i i) holds  ( th i s  last fac tor  is  ao , 
i f r  = 1, anda~_ l , i f r  > 1).  
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Proof .  I f  a0, a l ,  " "  , a,~ exist such that  (A) and (B) hold, then 
Proposit ion 3 applies to show that  x is a simple product of the form 
x = I " " " I aoa~ . • • a~,  and hence, by Proposit ion 2, belongs to ~(C,D) .  
The converse, that  if x C (~n then (A),  (B) hold, is proved by induction 
on n. I f  n = 1, then x ~ (~(C, D),  and so either dz  = c, or d = ex, for 
some d ~ D, e C C. Clearly (A), (B) hold in this case. Assume the de- 
sired result true for n > 1, and let x C (Rn+I (C ,  D) .  Then there exists 
z .  C 5~,.(C, D),  and e C C, such that  either (a) x,~ = cz  or (b) x~z = c. 
By our induction hypothesis, there exist a0 C D, al, • • • , a,~ C C, and r, 
such that  either (i) a0 . . -  a~ix,, = a~ . . .  a~, or (ii) a0 . . .  a~-i = 
a,. • -. a~ x~. Combining eases (a), (b), with (i), (ii), there are four pos- 
sible situations: 
1) x~ = cx ,  and  ao  . . .  a~_~x,~ = ar  . . .  an ;  
2 )  x,~ = cx ,  and ao . . .  a~_~ = a~ . . .  a ,~z~ ; 
3) z ,~x  = e, and  ao  . . .  a~_,:c,~ = a~ . . .  a~ ; 
(4) x~x = c, and ao . . .  a~_ l  = a~. . .  a ,~x,~.  
and 
Mult ip ly the second equality i~l (3), (4) by z on the right, and substitute 
c forznxtoobta in :  (3') ao . . .  a , . _ le  = a , . . . ,  a ,x ,  and (41 ) a0 . . .  at_ix = 
a~ . . .  ant .  In  (1) and (2) replace x, by ex  to  obtain: (1 I) ao • • • a r_ lCx  = 
a~ • -. a~ ; and (2 ' )  ao  • • • a~_ l  = a~ . • • a~cz .  So far, then, we have shown, 
writing a~+l = c, that  if x ~ a~+l, there exists a0 ~ D, and a~, . . .  , 
a~+l d C such that  either [(1') or (3')], or [(2') or (4')] holds. I t  is clear 
that  condition (A) of the statement of the proposition is satisfied. I t  is 
not difficult to check that  x is strictly shorter than the appropriate last 
factor in each of the cases (1')  (4') .  Thus (B) holds and the Propo- 
sition is proved. 
In  what follows Proposit ion 4 will be used quite heavily, and it will be 
convenient o use an abbreviated statement of the conditions (A) and 
(B).  A subset C of 2 will generally (but not always) be called a code and 
its elements, words ,  or code words .  Products of words, such as a~ • • • a,._~ 
and a~ • • • a~ will be called messages ;  the collection N;(C) of all messages 
formed from the elements of C is the subsemigroup of E generated by C. 
The empty message, ¢, is to be identified with the empty sequence. I f  m 
is a message, m = o " "  cr, say, the number of words  in m is just the 
number of factors, viz. r. 
One should really be a bit more precise in speaking of " the"  factors 
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of a message; a priori, it is of course quite possible that a given sequence 
may be factored into code words in more than one way. Another way of 
saying this is that a given sequence m may be the "multiplied-out" 
version of two different ordered sets, (a l ,  . . .  , at) and (bl,  --" , b~), of 
code words: m = al - . .  a~ = bl . - .  b~. What we mean, therefore, by a 
message, is an ordered set ( a~ , .. • , a~) of code words, together with their 
product m = a l . . .  a , .  
The equalities (i) and (ii) of (A) above may then be written as 
! ! 
dmx = m or dm = m x, d E D, m, m t E ~I~( C). In this form, we allow 
the possibility that m = ¢. In an equality of the form bl . . .  b,x = 
cl • • • c~, we will say that x is short if its length is strictly smaller than 
the length of the last factor c~ of cl • • • c~. 
Using this terminology and notation, Proposition 4 may be rendered 
in a more compact form as: 
PROPOSITIO~¢ 5. A sequence x is an element of (P~( C, D),  n => 1, i f  and 
only i f  there exists an irreducible equality dmx = m'; or dm = m'x in which 
x is short, d C D, and m, m' are messages from C having together a total of 
exactly n words. 
UNIQUE DECIPHERABILITY 
A code C is said to be uniquely decipherable, abbreviated "UD,"  if, 
intuitively, two equal messages must have the same factors, in the same 
order. Precisely, C is UD if whenever a~- . .a ,  = b~. . .  b~, for 
a l , . . . ,b l , . . - inC ,  thenr  = sanda l= b l , i=  1 , . - . , r .  
THEORE~ I. C is UD i f  and only i f  no one of the sets fft~( C), for n >= 1, 
contains an element of C. 
Proof. I f  x E C is also an element of (R~(C) for some n -> 1, then by 
applying Proposition 5 with D = C there exists an irreducible quality 
! ! 
mx= m,  with m, m,  and x in ~T~(C) and with short x. Because of this 
! 
latter property, x is not equal to the last factor of m,  and we have two 
equal messages with different factors. Thus C is not UD. Conversely, if
C is not UD, there exists an equality m = m ~ with different factors. Let 
! 
m, m together have n factors; then n _-> 3. We may assume that the 
equality is irreducible (otherwise, cance l . . - ) .  In  particular the last 
factor of m is not equal to the last factor ' of m,  and so one of them must be 
short. By Proposition 5, then, this short factor is an element of (R~_2, 
and n -- 2 => 1. The theorem is proved. 
I t  should be observed, and this is the express purpose of the 
Sardinas/Patterson paper, that the theorem provides an algorithm for 
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deciding whether a given finite code is UD. The idea is this: since, as is 
easily verified, the elements of ~(C) ,  n => 1, are su~xes of code words, 
and since C is finite, with each word of C a sequence offinite length, the 
sets (~(C), if not empty, must sooner or later start repeating themselves. 
That is, there exists no > 1 such that (Rn0 is either empty or equal to 
1 (Rn 0 for some no ~ < no. In practice one need carry the construction of 
the (~ only as far as (~0 • Then C is UD if and only if no one of the 
(~., 1 =< n ~ no, contains a code word from C. 
Another emark, which, from the standpoint of cultural completeness, 
needs to be made, concerns the relation of unique decipherabflity to the 
theory of free semigroups. The connection is this: a subsemigroup of Z, 
with minimal generating set C, is (isomorphic to) the free semigroup 
generated by C, if and only if the code C is UD. In view of the fact that 
the classification problem for free subsemigroups of Z is as yet, except for 
small generating sets consisting of one and two elements, completely 
unresolved, the characterization just mentioned, together with the 
algorithmic aspects of the theorem, may well be of considerable in- 
terest. For these matters, the major reference is to the various papers 
of Schiltzenberger. 
A FINITENESS CONDITION. CODES WITH BOUNDED DELAY 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the properties of synchroniza- 
bility and of unique decipherability with bounded elay are bound up 
with the vanishing of some one of the sets (R~. There is a general 
"finiteness" condition which is both necessary and sufficient for this. 
We first point out the (quite easily proved) fact that if (R~0(C , D) 
is empty, for a particular no, then (R~(C, D) is empty for all n => nQ 
as well. 
P~OPOSITION 6: Let C be a finite code, and let D be any subset of ~. 
Then the two following statements are equivalent: 
(A) (R~0(C, D) is empty, for some no >= 1. 
(B ) There exists an integer N >= 1 such that if an irreducible quality 
! t 
holds in either of the forms dmx = m or dm= rex, with [ m [ + 
I m' I >= N, then x is not short. 
Proof. (A) ~ (B). Suppose that (R~ 0 is empty, for a particular 
no = 1. Choose N = n0-1 . . . .  where l~  denotes the longest length of 
an element of C, and suppose that there exists an irreducible quality 
dmx = m' (or dm = re'x) with I ml  + [ m'l  >= N. Suppose that m 
and m' together contain s words. Then [ m I + l m' I =< s./m~, SO that 
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N = s.l  . . . . .  and hence no < s. I f  z were short, then Proposition 5 
would apply to show that z ~ fft~(C, D).  This, however, is impossible 
since if!n0 = 4, and so fft~ = O, also, by virtue of the inequality s > no. 
Thus x is not short, and (B) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that (B) holds, for a certain N > 1. Let ~0 be 
any integer larger than N/ lmln ,  lm~I~ denoting the length of the shortest 
elements of C, and suppose that fft~0(C , D) is not empty : le t  
x C fft~0(C, D).  By Proposition 5, there exist d ~ D, and messages m, m' 
with a total of no words, such that one or the other of the two following 
/ t irreducible equalities holds with short x: dmz = rn ,  or dm= rn z• 
Now lml  + Im' l  >= no•l~t~ >-_ N ,  and hence (B) applies to show that 
z is not short• This is a contradiction. Thus ~0 is empty, and (B) ~ (A)• 
A code C is said to be uniquely decipherable with bounded delay, 
"UBD",  if there exists an integer N _-> 1 (called the "delay") such that, 
loosely, products from C of length N or more uniquely determine their 
first factors• More precisely, "C is UBD"  is defined to mean that there 
exists an N such that if btb2 . . .  and c~c2 . . .  are two messages whose 
first N terms are equal, then b~ = c~. 
PROPOSlTIO>¢ 7. A code C is UBD i f  and  only i f  the fo l low ing  condi t ion 
is satisf ied: ( . )  there exists N '  such that i f  my = m'  w i th  y a pre f i z  of  an 
element of  C, and  i f  Im '  I > N ' ,  then either m and  m'  have the same f i rst  
word,  or else y is str ict ly longer than the last word  of  m'• 
Proof .  I f  C is UBD, with delay N, choose N t = N, and suppose that 
! t 
my = m,yapre f ix ,  and lm' [  > N ' .Thenyy  = C, for some c in C, 
Tft t and mc is a message having the same first N terms as . Since C is 
UBD, with delay N, this entails that mc and m' have the same first word, 
and thus m and m' also have the same first word. Thus ( , )  holds. 
Conversely, suppose that C satisfies ( , ) ;  choose N = N'  + 1 . . . . .  
! 
If m = b~b2 . .  • , m = ClC2 • •. are two messages having the same first N 
terms, suppose that the Nth term occurs in the words bt+l , C~+1 respec- 
! ! 
tively. Then bt+l = yy ,  c~+~ = zz ,  and b~ . . .  bty = Cl •• • c~z, each of 
the two sides of this equality being of length N. One or the other of y 
and z is the longer, say I Y I --< I z t• Since b~ •. • bty = o • • • c~z, we have 
z = z 'y  with z ! a prefix of c~+~ • Cancelling y, then, we have the equality 
bl . .  • bt = cl • • • cuz!• Now if z ! is longer than bt , cancel b,, obtaining 
!! Z!  !l • Z!r  b~ • . .  b t -1  = C l  " '•  CuZ , where = Z bt  I f  is longer than bt-1 , 
cancel b~_~, and so on - • • . Ultimately we arrive at an equality of the 
form b~ . . .  b, = c~ . . .  e~z (°), with I z° I --< I b~ I, and with, of course, z ° a 
• __  ]V  / prefix ofc~+~.Also, lc~- . .c~z (°)1 > I c1" " c~z t 1 . . . .  --- N - -1  . . . .  = . 
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Thus the hypothesis of the condition ( . )  is fulfilled, and z (°/ is not 
strictly longer than br, the last word of the product bl - - • b~. The con- 
clusion of (*) then yields: bl = c~, i.e., m and m / have the same first 
word. Thus C is UBD and the proposition is proved. 
It will have been observed that it was not really necessary to include 
the phrase "or else y is strictly longer than the last word of m'" in the 
conclusion of (*): our proof also shows, essentially, that. C is UBD if 
and only if there exists N'  such that if my = m', with y a prefix of an 
element of C, and with I m' I > N', then m and m' have the same first 
word. We will, however, need the seemingly stronger version ( , )  for 
the next result. 
A useful characterization f UBD codes can be derived by combining 
Propositions 6 and 7: C is UBD if and only if (~0(C) is empty, for some 
no > 1. This equivaienee was, apparently, first conceived by Sardinas/ 
Patterson, and asserted to be true in (Even, 1963a) and by Levenshtein. 
As far as we know the following proof is the only published version in 
English. 
THEOREM II. Let C be a finite, uniquely decipherable code. The follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent. 
(A) 6t~0(C ) is empty, for some no > 1. 
( B ) There exists N such that if  an irreducible equality mx = m' holds, 
with [ m I + I ,*' l >= N, then • is not short. 
(C) There exists N'  such that if  my = m', with y a prefix of a word in C, 
and if Im'  I > N',  then either m and m ~ have the same first word, or else y 
is strictly longer than the last word of rn'. 
(D) C is UBD. 
Proof. The equivalence of (A) and (B) is just Proposition 6, with 
D = C; likewise, the equivalence of (C) and (D) is just Proposition 7. 
We have to show that (B) is equivalent to (C). 
(B) ~ (C). Choose N' = N. Suppose that my - m', with y a prefix 
of an element of C, and with I m'l  > N'. Then Im I + Im' I > 1 m' 1 > 
N'  = N, and I m I + Im' I > N. If the equality my = m' is irreducible, 
then (B) applies to give: y is not short. In this case, also, because of 
irreducibility, y is not equal to the last word of m' so that y must be 
strictly longer than the last word of m'. If the equality is not irreducible, 
then m = m~m2y and m' = m~'m2', with m~ = m~', m2y = m2', for certain 
ml,  m2, m~', m2'. Since C is UD the equality ml = ml' implies that m~ 
and m~', and hence m, m' have the same first word. Since the equality 
is either irreducible or not, we have proved that either m~m' have the 
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same first word, or else y is strictly longer than the last word of m'.  
This proves (C). 
Conversely, assume that (C) holds. Choose N = 2(N '  + l~x) ,  and 
! . . . .  m ! suppose that the equality mx = m is irreducible, with [ m I + [ I --> N. 
Assume that (B) is false; i.e., assume that x is short. Then x is strictly 
shorter than the last word of m': writing m al a~, m' = " . .  = ar+l  - ' '  as ,  
this means that a~ • . .  arx = a,.+~ . . .  a~,  with [ x [ < [ a, ]. Then a, = yx ,  y 
a prefix of a, ,  and, cancelling x, we obtain the equality al • • • ar = a~+~ • • • 
a~_ly. If y is strictly longer than ar we may write y = y 'a~,  and hence, 
cancelling a~ , al  • • • a~_l = a~+l • • • a~_ly'.  If, again, y' is longer than 
a~_l, cancel a~_~, and so on . . . .  Eventually we obtain an equality 
,, y,, = y" 
al  . . .  at = a~+~ . . .  a~_ly , in  wh ich  I [ < [at], a pre f ix  o f  a~. 
Now I m I = Imr l  - I x l ,  so that Im l  + Im' l  - - , , ,2 (m' l  - - tx l  > N .  
Thus [m'[  ~ N/2  = N '  -t- 1 . . . .  Also, since y is a prefix of a~, 
t! t 
l a~+l . . .  a~- ly  ] >-_ ]a~-i . . .  a~ [ - -  /max ---- m - -  l . . . .  and thus 
I ar+l  " ' "  a~_ly" [ >= m'  - -  l~x  >= N ' .  Condition (C) now applies to the 
equality a~ . . .  at  = ar+~ . . .  a~_~y", and since y" is not strictly longer 
than at we conclude that the first words of al . . .  at and a~+l --.  a~_l 
are the same, i.e., al = a~+~. This however contradicts the irreducibility 
! 
of the equality mx = m.  Hence our assumption that x is short has led 
to a contradiction, and therefore x is not  short. (B) is proved, and with 
it, the theorem. 
We have already remarked above that the construction of the sets 
(R~(C) for a finite code will eventually lead either to an empty set, 
(R~ 0 = q~, for some no >= 1, or to a repetition of a previously constructed 
class. It  is clear therefore that an effective algorithm can be given for 
deciding whether a given code is UBD. 
It  should be remarked, finally, that the concept "UBD"  is related to 
the question of unique factorization of i n f in i te  messages. Reference may 
be made to Levenshtein's paper, in which he defines the concept of 
"strongly free" codes, and to (Gilbert and Moore, 1959). 
SYNCHRONIZABLE CODES 
A second application of our finiteness condition (Proposition 6) 
is to synchronizability. This notion is a basic one in the theory of variable 
length codes; Levenshtein's definition is (essentially): a code C, finite 
and uniquely decipherable, is synchron izab le  if there exists an integer 
N such that whenever ax  and xb are messages, for given sequences a, b 
and x, then x is also a message, provided that it is longer than N. A 
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more intuitive formulation is given by (Even, 1964) ; his definition has 
been refined, and presented in a more precise form by (Calabi and 
Arquette, 1965a, b). The latter reference also contains a study of 
certain other equivalent definitions of synehronizability. In the follow- 
ing theorem we present our proof of the equivalence of several of these 
conditions, together with the proof of Levenshtein's result: ¢ is syn- 
chronizable if and only if (R~0(¢ , Surf C) is empty, for some no > 1. 
Here Surf ¢ denotes a certain set of sequences derived from C, viz. Surf ¢ 
is the collection of proper su i tes  of elements of ¢, i.e., those sequences 
x which are not themselves words in C, but for which x'x C ¢ for some 
sequences x'. 
T~IEOnnM I I I .  Let C be a finite uniquely decipherable code. The follow- 
ing statements are equivalent. 
(A) 6~o(C, Surf C) is empty, for some no > 1. 
(B) There exists N such that in any irreducible equality of either the 
! f 
form dmx = m or the form dm= m x, with d C Surf C, and with [ m I + 
I m' I >= N,  x is not short. 
(C) There exists N r such that if] x I >-- Nr, and if, for certain sequences 
a, b both ax and xb are messages from C then x is itself a message. 
( D ) There exists N"  such that: 
(1) if  I x [ >= Ntl, and ax is a message, for some sequence a, then when- 
ever a~xb I is a message, so is a'x; 
(2) if Ix  I >= N °, and xb is a message, for some sequeneeb, then when- 
ever a'xb' is a message, so is xb ~. 
( E ) There exists N"  such that if  [ x [ >= N" ,  and if x is part of a message, 
i.e. if  axb is a message, for certain sequences a, b, then x can be factored, 
x = xl .x2,  the two factors having the property that whenever dxb'  is a 
message, then so are a'x~ and x2b t. 
Proof: The equivalence of (A) and (B) is just Proposition 6, with 
D = Surf C. We will show that (B) ~ (C) ~ (D) ~ (E) ~ (B). 
(B) ~ (C) : choose N ~ = N, and let ax = m, xb = m' for certain se- 
m ! ~_  quences a, b, and messages m, . Suppose that [x I > N ~. We wish to 
show that x is a message. Since ax = m, and m is a product of words 
from C, we may "cancel" words from the left sides of the equality to 
l t! • ! 
show that x = x m , m which x is a suffix of a code word. Further, we 
may assume that x t is in D, i.e., is a proper sutfix, since if x t is itself a 
code word, then x = x~m 'r is already a message. Again, by "chopping" 
t ] 1If words from the right side of the equality xb = m,  we may write b = b m , 
f i~  fff b f and m = m m , where now is shorter than the last word of m ~ (if 
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b' is the last word of m iv, then b, and hence x, is a message, and again 
• x 'm'b '  m iv. In this we are done). We have now xb' = rol l  and so = 
last equality x' C Surf C, and b' is short. Also, I m"l +[m iv I => Ix I 
(since m iv = xb') and so Ira" L -}- I m i~ I => N '  = N.  If the equality 
x 'm"b ~ = m iv is irreducible, then (B) applies to yield: b t is not short. 
This however would contradict he fact that, by construction, b' is 
short. Thus the equality is not irreducible, and so x 'm "~ = m "i, for certain 
"submessages"  mv, m "n of m", m iv respectively. But then xtm '~ is also a 
message; i.e., x is a message. Hence (C) is proved. 
(C) ~ (D):  Choose N"  = N '  + 1 . . . .  Suppose that I x f > N" ,  and 
that ax is a message, for some sequence a. Let a'xb' be a message, for 
! b f" given a ,  We want to show that part (1) of (D) holds, viz., that a'x 
is a message. Consider the sequence consisting of the first l~  terms of 
x; since a'xb' is a message, i.e., a product of words from C, and since 
each word is of length at most l. . . .  there must be a "comma" somewhere 
in this sequence, i.e., one of the terms in this sequence must be the first 
txb t" term of a factor of the message a We have therefore a factorization 
t ! 
of x, x = x~x2, such that a'xl and x2b' are "submessages" of a xb.  In 
particular x~ is a prefix of a message (viz. x2b'). Also, by assumption, x, 
and hence x~, is a suffix of a message (viz. ax).  Further, I x2 I > [ x I - 
1 .. . .  > N"  - lm~,, = N' .  Thus (C) applies, and we may conclude that 
! 
x~ is itself a message. But then a'x = a x~. x2 is also a message, and (D),  
(1) is proved. The proof of (2) is quite similar, the eonstruetion starting 
off this time with the rightmost /max terms of x - . . .  
(D) ~ (E) : Choose N"  = 2N"  + l . . . . .  Let axb be a message, and sup- 
pose that [ x [ > N" .  Consider the sequence consisting of the "middle" 
lm~x terms of x. Again, the first term of some word of the message axb 
must lie in this sequence so that we have a faetorization x = xt-x2, 
with axx and x~b being "submessages" of azb. Now the lengths of both 
xl and x2 are not smaller than ½(Ixl - -  /max) ~ ½(N"  - -  /max) = /VII. 
Thus (D) applies, and we conclude that if a'ab' is a message, then atx~ 
and x~b ~ are both messages. This proves (E).  
(E)  ~ (B) : Choose N > 2(N"  + 2/~)  and suppose that the irre- 
ducible equality clmx = m' holds, with d C Surf C, and [ m I + [m' ] >-_ N.  
I f  x is short (of length less than that of the last word of ra~), then, since 
Iml  = Im' l -  td i -  Iml, lml  +Ira'[ = 21re ' l - [d l - I  x I,andso 
2Ira' I -- [d[ - Ix I > N. Hence Ira'[ > N/2,  andlm[->_ N/2-  
[d[ -- [x[  => N/2  - 2 l~x > N" .  (E) now applies, since Ira[ > N",  
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and since m is part of the message &nx = m'. We conclude that m = y~y2, 
with d m~ and m2x being messages. Since C is UD, the equality din1. 
m2z = m' means that dm~ and m2x are "submessages" of m', and hence 
the equality dmx = m' is not irreducible. This is a contradiction. Hence 
the assumption that x is short is untenable; x is not short. The conclusion 
of (B) holds in this case. Again, suppose that the irreducible quality 
dm= m'x holds, with d in Surf C, and with I m ] + I m' [ > N. Since d is a 
suffix, pd is an element of C for some sequence p, and pdm = pm'x 
is a message. Now [m'[ = Ira] + ]d[ - [x l ,  and lm[ + tm' i  = 
sl,~l + [dl - Ixl, so that 21ml + tdl  - Ixl >N,  and Iml  >= 
(N + Ix [ - l d[)/2. Thus 
[ 77J - -  - -  1- - I , - I+ ld l  I~J >N+I~I  [d i+ ld l  I~1 
= 2 
or  
m, I >N Ixi  Idl 2 5_ + ~ >= N/2  - Ix 1~2. 
If x is short, this last inequality becomes 
] ,~' I - ->N/2-t  ..... /2  > N/2  - Z . . . .  >= N" .  
! 
Hence (E) applies to m as a part of the message pro'x, and we conclude 
/ l t / l that m' may be written as m = ml .m2, with pml and m~ x messages. 
Thus pdm = pm1'.m2'x. Now again since C is uniquely decipherable, 
pro1' and m2'x must be "submessages" of pdm, so that, since pd is 
(by unique decipherability) the first factor of pdm and hence of pm~', 
we must obtain a further factorization of m, m = mlm2, such that 
[ 
pd.ml = pm~', and m2 = ~n_~ x. But this contradicts the irreducibility of 
l 
the equality dm = mx.  The assumption that x is short has again led to a 
contradiction, and so x is not short. The conclusion of (B) holds in both 
cases, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
It should be remarked that D, (1) and D, (2) are equivalent state- 
ments; it was convenient for us to retain the separate statements. 
It is not really necessary to point out that, again, we have a finite 
algorithm for testing syncbronizability. 
FinalIy, as in the ease of UD and UBD codes, there is a certain con- 
nection with "freedom"; for this, reference must be made to Leven- 
shtein's paper. 
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SOME NUMERICAL BOUNDS 
In connection with the algorithmic aspects of Theorems I - I I I ,  there 
are certain numerical bounds which are of considerable practical in- 
terest. In essence they are due to Levenshtein; the following derivations 
are new. 
Let C be a finite code, and D another subset of ~. As before we will 
write (~ instead of (R~(C, D), and (R instead of (R1 U (R2 U - - . .  
LEMMA. I f  for some i ~ 1, 6~i( C, D) is contained in D U 6h( C, D) U 
• .. U 6~1(C, D),  then 6t = 6~1 U . . .  U ~.  
Proof. Suppose that 6~ is contained in D U (RI U • .. U 6~_~, for some 
X ! - -  i>  1. Le txE  (R~.Thenx  = x' / c, C 6~ , c E C. Since (R~ C D U 
(R1 U . . .  U (R~-I, either x' E D, or x' E (Rj, for somej such that 1 _-_ j < 
i -  1. I f x 'E  D ,x  = x ' / c i s in (R~. I fx 'E  (Ri,1 =<j =<i - l ,  thenx 
is in 6t5+~ ; in either case x is in (R1 U • • • U (R~. This shows that (R~+~ 
(~1 U • • • U (R~. But now (R~+~ is also contained in D U (RI U • • • U 6~, 
so that a repetition of the argument just concluded shows that 6t~2 _ 
6t~ U .- .  U (R~I c 6~ U -. • U (~.  And so on • .. ; each (R~ is contained 
in (R~ U -. • U (R~, and so (R c 6h U • • • U 6t~. Thus (R = (R~ U • .. U 6~. 
PBOPOSITm~¢ 8. Take D = C, and denote by t the number of su~xes of 
elements of C which are not themselves lements of C. Then 6~ = ~ U . . .  
U 6~+1. 
Proof. Suppose that (R ~ (R1 U .- • U 6~t+~. Then by the Lemma, no one 
of (R~, -.-  , (R~ is contained in the union of C and the preceding 6t~'s. 
In particular, 6t~ ~ C, so that there is an element x~ E 6~1, x~ ~ (7,. 
Likewise; there is an x~ E (R~, x2 ~ C U (R~. And so on; we construct in 
tiffs way a set of t 9- 1 distinct residuals x~, . . .  , x~.  Now the x~ are 
suffixes of code words, by definition of the (R~. Since they ~re not in G. 
we have: a contradiction to our assumption that there are exactly t. 
suffixes!of this type. Hence 6~ = ~ U --. U~.  
As an immediate corollary we have ~ useful bound on the ~est for UD:  
the idea being that in view of the proposition, if any 6t,o contains .n 
element of  C, then so does (R~ U . . .  U 6t~1. 
CoBo~mY.:  A code C is UD i f  and only i f  no one of the residual set.~ 
6h , . . .  , 6~t+~ contains an element of C. 
Turning to the tests for UBD and synchronizability, we see that in 
these cases also it is not necessary to construct more than the first t 9- 1 
residual sets in order to see whether any of the (R~ are empty. 
PRO~OSITm~¢ 9. Let C be a uniquely decipherable code, D any other 
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subset of ~, and let t denote the number of su~xes of elements of C U D which 
are not themselves in C (i.e., if z is one of these su~ixes, then z ~ C). 
Then if for any value no of n, ~no (C, D) is empty, so is ~+2( C, D ). Further, 
if the elements of D are su~xes of elements of C, (~t+l is also empty. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ is not empty. Let x~-2 be in (~,  and let 
x0, xl ,  .. • , x~ l ,  x~+~ be a residual "chain" giving rise to x~ (meaning, 
of course, that x~ is a residual, xo [ c, of Xo, x~ is a residual, xl l c', of xi, 
and so on). Then, first of all, no two of the x~- are equal, since if x~ = xi,  
say, with i ~ j, then by construction, x~ is also an element of ~+(j_~), 
(Rj+2(j._~), . . .  , and in general, x~ belongs to ~j+~(j_~) for all n. This 
implies that no ~n is empty, and hence contradicts our assumption. 
Furthermore, the chain x0, • •. , x~2 can contain at most one element of 
C: if x~ and x~- are in C, i ~ j, then xj actually belongs to 6~j_~(C, C); 
this, however, contradicts our assumption that C is UD. We have 
therefore a set of t -~ 2 residuals, which are distinct, and of which at 
most one belongs to C. Again, the x~, with the possible exception of x0 
which belongs to D, are all suffixes of elements of C (J D. This yields a 
contradiction to the assumption that there are exactly t such suffixes. 
The proposition is proved. 
COROLLARY. Let C be a uniquely decipherable code, and let t denote 
the number of su~xes of elements of C which do not belong to C. Then 
C is UBD and~or synchronizable if and only if (R~I(C, C) and~or 
~I(C ,  Surf C), respectively, is empty. 
A last remark: the methods used above enable us to prove the follow- 
ing rather general result: 
PROPOSITm~ 10. Let C be a code, and D another subset of ~. I f  u 
denotes the number of proper su~xes of elements of C [J D (including those 
which may be equal to other elements of C), then 6~ = ~1 [J " "  [J 5~+~. 
I f  any one of the ~ is empty, then, in particular, so is 5~+~ . 
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